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There is a growing awareness of the need to eliminate, or at 
least reduce, emissions from chemical combustion and other 
processes in industry. In addition, many processes require ac-

curate gas measurement to prevent adverse effects on the process. 
From this arises a requirement to accurately detect and measure the 
amount of a specific gas in a multiple gas environment. This has al-
ways presented a challenge to the instrument engineer. Traditionally, 
a variety of probes of various kinds have been used for gas measure-
ment. Problems with these measuring devices include: 
•	 Contamination	of	the	probe	by	other	chemicals	present	 in	the	

gas stream
•	 Blinding	of	the	probe	by	solid	particulate	and	other	substances	

in the gas stream
•	 Damage	to	the	probe	by	high	temperatures	(a	particular	problem	

in flue gas measurement)
•	 Cross	interference	from	other	gases	in	the	gas	stream	

A frequently used alternative is ‘extractive gas analysis’. This process 
requires that a sample of the gas be diverted from the main stream, 
generally using a small pump and filter, and then measuring the gas 
concentration with a suitable sensor. While this process eliminates 
the effects of the second and third problems, this introduces further 
complications – most often associated with an unreliable sampling 
system – failed pumps and blocked filters are typical challenges faced 
by instrument and process engineers.

All of these difficulties can be overcome by the use of Tuneable 
Diode	Laser	Spectroscopy	(TDLS).	In	this	article	we	explore	the	de-
velopment of this technology and consider a practical application at 
Mittal	Steel	in	VanderBijl	Park	(South	Africa).

Background 

The	practical	industrial	application	of	TDLS	was	pioneered	by	Norsk	
Electro	Optic	(NEO)	in	Norway	and	was	based	on	work	carried	out	
by the University of Oslo. It was apparent that a system based on a 
laser beam transmitted across the gas space offered considerable 
advantages over conventional gas measuring techniques. The tech-
nology was commercialised in the early 1990s.

The technology

All gases absorb radiation at numerous wavelengths scattered across 
the entire electromagnetic spectrum. Optical absorption spectroscopy 
for quantification of gas concentration has been used in industrial 
applications for more than 60 years. All absorption spectroscopy is 
based	on	the	Beer-Lambert	law,	which	states	that	transmission	will	
decay	exponentially	as	exp(-Sg(f)NL)	where	S	is	the	absorption	line	
strength,	g(f)	 is	 the	 line	shape	 function,	N	 is	 the	concentration	of	
absorbing	gas	molecules,	and	L	is	the	optical	path	length.	For	suffi-
ciently	low	pressures	(a	few	bar)	many	gases	have	distinct	absorption	
lines. For most gases of industrial interest fundamental absorption is 
in	the	middle	infrared	(MIR).	However,	reliable	diode	lasers	for	room	
temperature operation are not yet available at wavelengths above 2 
500 nm. As a result of this limitation overtone absorption bands in 
the	near	infrared	(NIR),	(where	commercial	III-V	semiconductor	lasers	
have been developed for optical communication) are used in gas 
measurement. For any specific gas, it is essential that an absorption 
line is found that is not masked by an absorption line from any other 
gas that might conceivably be present. The challenge was to identify 
specific usable absorption lines that were positioned at frequencies 
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within	the	working	range	of	the	commercially	available	lasers.	Neo	
Monitors has identified useable absorption lines for a wide range of 
common industrial gases.

The	 above	 graph	 represents	 the	 absorption	 line	 for	 HCL	 (Hydro	
Chloride)	and	the	laser	scan	range	for	this	gas.	For	stability	reasons	
the second harmonic of the main absorption line is generally used 
for laser gas measurement.

Case study

Mittal	Steel	 in	VanderBijl	Park	operates	an	annealing	 furnace	 that	
required accurate measurement of oxygen in order to accurately 
control combustion and oxidation of the process material. This offered 
several challenges, not least being the high operating temperature of 
+/- 1 500°. In addition, space was extremely limited and some opacity 
was present in the gas stream. The author’s company studied the 
application and, based on experience with combustion processes at 
other	plants,	recommended	that	Mittal	Steel	install	a	NEO	Monitors	
laser gas monitor in the vertical section of the furnace. 

Installation of the transmitter and receiver units was straightfor-
ward and required only the welding of two 50 mm flanged nozzles 
onto opposite sides of the casing of the furnace – in 180° opposition 
to each other. The installation of the units is completed by bolting the 
transmitter and receiver flanges to the nozzles. Alignment is carried 
out using a laser pen that is adapted to fit into the laser gas flange 
and	by	adjusting	the	laser	to	the	centre	of	a	target	on	the	opposing	
flange. This simple process is repeated from both sides after which 
the flanges are ‘locked’ and, unless the flanges are removed, align-
ment will never need to be carried out again. 

Because	 the	 absorption	 line	 is	 affected	 by	 both	 pressure	 and	
temperature, the laser gas instruments are equipped as standard 

with 4 - 20 mA input terminals. For applications where temperature 
and	pressure	may	change	significantly.	Simple	transducers	can	be	
installed	to	measure	these	variables	and	when	the	signal	is	injected	
the laser gas instrument will be automatically compensated for these 
variables.

If dust or other particulates are present it is necessary to ensure 
that the windows in the transmitter and receiver modules do not be-
come coated with particles. This is achieved by purging the nozzles 
with a low flow supply of a suitable purge medium. Air is not accept-
able for oxygen measurement, however for this application, nitrogen, 
or – in the case of high temperature applications - steam can be used.

Neo	EO	Monitors	can	measure	oxygen	in	concentrations	from	15	
ppm to 100%. The actual range of measurement is selected depending 
on the demands of the process. For instance, for most combustion 
optimisation applications, a range of 0 – 10% is ideal. 

Conclusion

At	the	VanderBijl	Park	Mill	the	laser	gas	instrument	described	pro-
vides stable measurement of oxygen levels and requires calibration 
only once a year. The use of probeless technology means that Mittal 
Steel	 is	guaranteed	a	faster	return	on	investment	and	accuracy	of	
measurement over extended periods of time.
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Abbreviations

HCL – Hydro Choride
MIR – Middle Infrared
TDLS – Tuneable Diode Laser Spectroscopy
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